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Wheelchair Events 

 

The School Games Pentathlon is the ideal Personal Best Challenge and a national virtual 

competition aimed to connect young people across the Country in a common goal. 

 
The School Games Pentathlon is designed to: 

 
 Support the teaching of key athletic skills 

 Encourage reward and celebrate success and individual progress 

 Engage whole classes, year groups and schools 

 Monitor and encourage improvement in fitness levels 

 Enable intra-school, inter-school and virtual competition 
 

 

 
COVID-19 and Safety Guidance 

 
The School Games Pentathlon should be completed in accordance with your schools COVID-19 PE policy. This 
guidance has been developed in consultation with a panel of teachers and deliverers, and schools may interpret the 

Government guidance HERE slightly differently. The School Games Pentathlon should be accessible to all young 

people. Throughout the guidance we have recommended a series of solutions to mitigate the risks involved but it is 
always the deliverer’s responsibility to assess the risk of the facility in relation to both the activities and COVID-19. 

 
Some key tenets to apply throughout: 

 
In relation to COVID-19: 

 
 Clean all common touchpoint surfaces frequently and meticulously (if possible before each use). 

 Avoid unnecessary object sharing where possible (certainly a thorough cleaning after each bubble is 

required). 

 As an alternative to thorough and meticulous cleaning, equipment can be left unused for a period of 48 hours 

(72 hours for plastics) before a different bubble uses it. 

 Avoid waiting students/officials facing those completing high exertion activities (such as Speed Bounce). 

 
 

Standard activity safety guidance: 

 
 Ensure all surfaces are suitable, dry and free from debris. 

 Wherever possible throw towards a wall and always jump away from a wall. 

 Ensure adequate run off/room around activities. 

 Where original equipment isn’t available, assess the suitability of any alternative equipment used and ensure 
that it doesn’t create an additional injury risk to participants or others. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/actions-for-schools-during-the-coronavirus-outbreak/guidance-for-full-opening-schools
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Follow stages 1 - 5 to deliver these sessions in your school. 

These stages are designed for schools who wish to engage all their athletes on one day. It is also possible to use the 

same programme template with different groups over a series of days or even to complete an event a day with all of 

the athletes (Speed Bounce on Monday etc) ensuring thorough cleaning between each bubble. The notes have been 

put together to facilitate peer led officiated sessions but if you have enough adults you may wish to deliver the session 

with adult officials. 

Prior to the day: 

Arrange the session timings (suggested 1 hour per class/bubble) and consider the availability of 

adapted equipment, and allow time to set up area such as taped lines etc. – in Primary Schools 

you may choose to run officials training for at least 5 students in each bubble beforehand. 

Secondary pupils can be provided with the appropriate guidance notes at the start of their activity. 

Print off the required number of scoresheets from the Awards Spreadsheet. 

 
Set up your events for the session, either in a Sports hall, school hall or outside on a field (if the 

weather is suitable) as displayed by the example 5 event diagram. Consider the order of events to 

allow for recovery between activities as each will test a different aspect of fitness. 

 
If you are using leaders to support the sessions, introduce the rules of each event again on the day. 

Split the students into equal groups to support each event/station, providing each group with a 

clipboard, pencil, stopwatch and scoresheet. 

Assign each group to their first event asking them to officiate for the others in their group. 

During the rotation do regular checks to ensure the correct rules are used. 

 
Once the second rotation is up and running and scoresheets from rotation one have been 

completed, instruct an adult or leader on how to enter the scoresheets of the first session on to the 

scoring programme. A separate spreadsheet should be set up for each bubble/class. 

 
Once all sessions have been completed and the scores have been entered onto the spreadsheets the 

Virtual Competition Team Score will be created. This score is an accumulation of the top 5 boys’ 

scores or top 5 girls’ scores in each event for Secondary Schools, or the top 5 Boys’ AND top 5 Girls’ 

scores in each event for Primary Schools. This score will be used on the local leader board, which will 

then feed nationally. Your School Games Organiser will need your full set of score results for 

reporting, and so that any results for disabled athletes can be extracted for the parallel competition.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
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Speed Bounce 

     Speed Bounce is an exciting test of speed, rhythm and coordination. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Mainstream – non-adapted 
speed bounce 

Blind or Visual 
impairment adaptation 

Wheelchair user 
adaptation 

Learning Disability 
adaptation 

 
 

 
Hi-vis tape added to the top 
of the wedge, or as a 
replacement for the line to 
jump over 
 
 
 

 

Lines set 2.5m apart, either 
foam sleeping 
policemen/batons taped 
down or taped lines  

 

Full 20cm wedge should be 
used for competition where 
possible, reduced for less 
able participants 

 

- Two footed jump over 
20cm wedge/barrier. 

 
- 20 seconds to achieve as 
many jumps across the 
wedge as possible. 

- Use high visibility tape to 
mark the centre of the 
wedge/mat 
- Black/white or black/yellow 
banded tape is ideal 
- Participants may need 
verbal assistance detailing 
technique or performance, 
or possibly physical 
assistance with directional 
orientation. 

- The athlete starts with their 
back wheels touching the 
back line 
- The athlete then moves 
forwards and backwards 
between the two lines facing 
in one direction, touching 
each line with either their 
front or back wheels. 
- Each time a line is 
touched, a score is recorded 

- A stepping action may be 
used to teach the basics of 
crossing the wedge as a 
progression to the double 
footed landing technique. 
- Begin using the mat with 
the wedge removed and 
gradually increase the 
height, progressing to full 
20cm. 

      Rules 

 Speed Bounce is a two-footed jump in which an athlete must take off and land on both feet – the athlete’s 

feet should leave the mat simultaneously and land on the mat simultaneously.

 The athlete should cross the wedge as many times as possible in 20 seconds.

 Any athlete undertaking a trial and considered to be using an incorrect technique should be stopped, 

provided an explanation and permitted a fresh trial after an adequate rest period.

 The number of “good” bounces should be recorded, i.e. the number of times the athlete completes a two 

footed jump over the wedge. Whilst any bounce in which the athlete lands on the wedge should not be 

counted, it is not an offence to clip or brush the wedge.

Safety and COVID-19 
 Officials and other athletes to put their foot on the edge of the mat to avoid slipping whilst facing away 

from the athlete. 
 Ensure leaders/officials are not face to face with athletes. 

Guidance Notes 

 At least two officials should count the “good” bounces. They should then liaise and agree on the number 
completed. It is not a fault if the wedge is clipped or brushed! 

 Judges and or other athletes should place a foot on the corner of the mat to prevent it slipping, facing away 
from the performing athlete. 

   Alternative equipment & adaptations for disabled athletes 
 If no official Sportshall UK speed bounce mat is available, you can use a substitute for the 20cm wedge 

such as a rolled up beach towel, cones with foam balanced, kitchen roll or tissue box – PLEASE ENSURE 
THAT THE REPLACEMENT ITEMS ARE SOFT AND EASILY CRUSHED TO AVOID INJURY. 

 Category 3 disabled athletes may use a 10cm wedge/barrier if 20cm is too high to achieve good technique 
 Most phones now have stopwatches on to time the 20 seconds if none are available in school. 

Watch a demonstration video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yY4p3uWeQeQ 
https://youtu.be/0V3LAievOZ0 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yY4p3uWeQeQ
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Chest Push 
 

 

A standing throw where the participant pushes a Basketball from the chest with two hands. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rules 

 The athlete holds the ball to their chest and pushes with both hands. The chest must face forward with no 
trunk rotation.

 Both feet must be behind the throwing line and remain on the floor at all times. One foot may be in front of 

the other but no run ups or steps are permitted.

 Wheelchair users - the front wheels of the athlete’s wheelchair must be behind, and not touching, the 

throwing line. The athlete’s feet may overhang the line slightly, but wheels must be behind.

 The athlete must not pass the throwing line during their throw.

 Once thrown, the ball doesn’t have to land on the mat.

 The distance is measured from the throwing line to where the ball lands marked down to the nearest 25cm.

 The athlete is permitted 3 consecutive trials, the best of these is recorded on the result spreadsheet.
 

Safety and COVID-19 
 Indoors - wherever possible throw towards a wall. 
 Rotate the use of balls to allow regular, thorough cleaning  

Guidance Notes 

 It is recommended that two judges are used, one to watch the feet and throw and one to watch and record 
the landing. 

 A graduated measuring mat or tape measure should be laid out and stuck down securely alongside the 
throwing area, with a throw line marked in chalk or tape at 0cm. 

 It is appropriate to use a waiting athlete to roll the ball back. 

  Alternative equipment & adaptations for disabled athletes  
 Primary schools should use Size 5 Basketballs 
 Secondary schools should use Size 7 Basketballs  
 Any athletes can perform the activity seated if they are more comfortable doing so. As with a standing throw 

their feet should remain behind the line while performing the throw.  
 Blind or visually impaired athletes may need assistance in orientating direction. 
 Wheelchair users must have their front wheels behind the throw line and perform the throw from their chair 
 It is recommended that the brake is applied to wheelchairs before the throws are attempted 
 If the chair has a back that folds down, it is recommended that this is done to allow maximum movement 

while performing the throw 
 Category 1 & 2 wheelchair athletes may need to push the ball with one hand or roll it from their lap. 

 

Watch a demonstration video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=24eUAe9QZFc 
https://youtu.be/0V3LAievOZ0 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=24eUAe9QZFc
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10 x 10m Shuttle 
 

An event that develops the ability to accelerate, decelerate and change direction. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Mainstream and ambulant athletes 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Manual wheelchair and powerchair athletes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Rules 

 The athlete begins from a standing position behind the start line, or with the front wheels of their 

wheelchair/powerchair behind the start line.

 On the whistle the athlete runs, pushes or wheels 10 metres to the set of cones opposite.

 The athlete must place one foot or two wheels (typically one front wheel and one back wheel) over the return 

line before turning and running, pushing or wheeling in the opposite direction.

 After completing the 10 metre distance 10 times the clock is stopped when they re-cross the start line.

 Alternatively a 20 x 5m distance can be completed where indoor space prohibits a 10m course distance.

 The time is taken to the tenth of a second (e.g. 25.2 seconds not 25.24)

 0.2 second must be added to the overall time on each occasion if the athlete turns short of the line.

Safety and COVID-19 
 Ensure running surface is suitable, flat and free from debris with adequate runoff at both ends. 

Guidance Notes 

 One judge may be used to time this event. The same judge must also watch the turning lines for faults. 
 An adequate run off area should be provided at each end of the course. 

   Alternative equipment & adaptations for disabled athletes  
 Ensure that each line is marked clearly. 
 For athletes with visual impairments high visibility tape should be used to mark the turning lines and 

activity area. Black/white or black/yellow banded tape is ideal 
 Blind and visually impaired athletes may need assistance in orientating direction. 

Watch a demonstration video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K230C7nnXxw 
https://youtu.be/0V3LAievOZ0 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K230C7nnXxw
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Target throw 
(Vertical Jump alternative) 

A test of hand-eye coordination, concentration and throwing accuracy. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Watch a demonstration video: 
https://youtu.be/0V3LAievOZ0 
 

Guidance Notes 

 Two judges are recommended, one to watch the throw and one to watch and record the landing 

 To speed the event up, ask four waiting athletes to collect the bean bags once the competing athlete has 
finished. 

 

Safety and COVID-19 
 Indoors - wherever possible throw towards a wall. 
 Athletes to sanitise hands before participating. 
 Rotate the use of bean bags to allow regular, thorough cleaning. 
 If using hoops, tape them down to avoid slipping out of position and trip hazards. 

Alternative Equipment & Adaptations for Disabled Athletes 

    Target Throw A (Group 2, Manual Wheelchair Athletes) – see diagram ‘Target Throw A’ below 
 Use the Sportshall UK Target Throw mat, wheelchair athletes throw from the 2m line. Alternatively set up a 

target throw with hoops in a ‘vertical’ straight line in front of a clearly marked throw line.  
 The front edge of the first hoop must be 1m away from the throw line, with each hoop then being an additional 

2m apart (see below). 
Target Throw B (Group 1, Powerchair Athletes) – see diagram ‘Target Throw B’ below 

 Use the Sportshall UK Rainbow Throw mat. Alternatively set up an alternative target throw with a throw line 
clearly marked, and a line marked parallel to this 2 metres away. 

 The hoops should be laid next to each other with the front edge of each hoop touching the 2 metre line. 
 The athlete should position them self behind the throw line opposite the midline between the 4 hoops. 

Equipment needed for alternative set-ups 

 4 different coloured hoops with a diameter of no more than 70cm across. 

 4 sets of 3 corresponding coloured beanbags (3 matching beanbags to each coloured hoop) 
 Hi-vis tape to mark the throwing line 

T
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1m 3m 5m 7m 

Hoops with a diameter no more than 70cm Target Throw A 

 Target Throw activity ‘A’ for Group 2 

disabled athletes, (Manual wheelchair 

users) or Group 3 athletes who use a frame 

and cannot perform the Vertical Jump 

activity safely without assistance. 

 Target Throw activity ‘B’ (see below) for 

Group 1 disabled athletes (Powerchair 

Users), or for Group 2 athletes who cannot 

comfortably throw a beanbag a minimum of 

3m. 

 

https://youtu.be/0V3LAievOZ0
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      Rules  

 For Target Throw A targets are to be placed at a distance of 1m, 3m, 5m and 7m from the throwing line.  

 For Target Throw B targets are to be placed at a distance of 2 metres from the throwing line.  

 The front wheels of the athlete’s wheelchair must be behind, and not touching, the throwing line. 

 The athlete throws three matching coloured bean bags into the nearest/first target.  

 They continue this for each of the targets using corresponding coloured beanbags.  

 2 points are scored if the bean bag lands directly in the same coloured target, or if the bean bags lands in 

the target but then bounces out.  

 1 point is scored if the bean bag touches the floor before ending up in the target, or if the bean bag lands 

only partially in the target.  

 No points are scored if a bean bag lands outside of the target, in a different coloured target.  

 The maximum points an athlete can score for the event is 24 (6 points per target).  

 An athlete can throw the bean bags underarm or overarm. 

 

      Adaptations  

 Athletes in Group 1 (Powerchair Users) should utilise Target Throw B with the same scoring as above.  

 Athletes in Group 2 (Manual Wheelchair users) should utilise Target Throw A. The throw line should be 1 

metre away from the front edge of the first hoop 

 Athletes in Group 2 (Manual Wheelchair users) should utilise Target Throw B only if they cannot 

comfortably throw a beanbag 3 metres. 

 Frame users in Group 3 should utilise Target Throw A as an alternative to the Vertical Jump activity only if 

they cannot safely perform the vertical jump activity without assistance. If this is the case, Group 3 

athletes should use a throwing line 3 metres back from the edge of the first hoop, an extension of 2m for 

each target in comparison to the set-up in the diagram above. 

 Blind or visually impaired athletes may need assistance in orientating direction and/or distance. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Throw line 

Target Throw B 

Hoops with a diameter no more than 70cm 

2m 
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Distance throw/push 
(Standing Long Jump alternative) 

 

A test of hand-eye coordination and throwing strength. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Primary school athletes 

 
 
 

Watch a demonstration video: 
https://youtu.be/0V3LAievOZ0 
 

Guidance Notes 

 It is recommended that two judges are used. One judge to watch the throw and one to watch and record the 
landing.  

 Distances should be rounded up to the nearest 25cm. 

 The throwing area should be clearly marked to prevent spectators walking through. 

 The distance throw competition should be supervised at all times. 
 

Safety and COVID-19 
 Indoors - wherever possible throw towards a wall. 
 Athletes to sanitise hands before participating. 
 Rotate the use of equipment to allow regular, thorough cleaning. 
 Ensure that the tape measure is taped down to avoid creating a trip hazard. 
 Brakes should be applied to wheelchairs while throwing, additional bracing may be needed to avoid tipping. 

Alternative Equipment & Adaptations for Disabled Athletes 

    Primary aged wheelchair athletes  
 An underarm distance throw with a bean bag using either the ‘flat hand’ or ‘finger and thumb’ grip. 
 Athletes should be given the opportunity to practice to identify the most effective technique for them. 
 If the athlete’s wheelchair has a back that drops down or is removable, this may help with the throwing 

movement. PLEASE ENSURE THAT THIS DOES NOT CREATE A TIPPING HAZARD FOR THE ATHLETE. 
Secondary aged wheelchair athletes  

 A push movement from the neck to replicate the shot discipline, using a full size cricket ball. 
 Athletes should be given the opportunity to practice to identify a comfortable technique for them. 
 If the athlete’s wheelchair has a back that drops down or is removable, this may help with the pushing 

movement. PLEASE ENSURE THAT THIS DOES NOT CREATE A TIPPING HAZARD FOR THE ATHLETE. 

Equipment needed  

 A clear throw line marked, preferably with high visibility tape. 
 A tape measure laid out along the throwing area measuring up to 15m. 
 A Bean bag (Primary) or Cricket ball (secondary). 
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https://youtu.be/0V3LAievOZ0
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Secondary school athletes 

          
 
 
Rules  

 The beanbag is thrown/cricket ball is pushed from a seated position in the athlete’s wheelchair, an athlete 

should not elevate them self out of their chair during the throw (if their mobility would allow).

 Brakes should be applied to the athlete’s wheelchair before performing the event, with additional bracing 

offered if needed by a helper holding the back wheels in a kneeling position to prevent tipping of the chair.

 The athlete may have a number of practice attempts before results are recorded to find the best angle and 

technique to achieve their best score. They may wish to remove or fold the back of the wheelchair if this is an 

option to allow greater movement.

 Ensure that all wheels of the chair remain behind the throw line during each throw/push. If the wheels touch or 

cross the line the attempt will be counted as a foul throw.

 The distance is measured from the throwing line to where the beanbag/ball lands, marked down to the nearest 

25cm.

 The athlete is permitted 3 consecutive trials, the best of these is recorded on the result spreadsheet.

 
 

School Games Pentathlon Equipment List: 

 Speed Bounce Mat, 20cm & 10cm Wedge    (Speed Bounce)

 Graduated Measuring Mat     (Chest Push, Distance Throw)

 Size 5 (primary) or size 7 (secondary) Basketballs  (Chest Push)

 Tape Measures (soft material)     (Shuttle Run, Chest push, Distance Throw)

 4 x Cones     (Shuttle Run)

 Beanbags of equal size/weight (Primary)   (Distance Throw)

 Cricket ball (Secondary)     (Distance Throw)

 Hoops of no more than 70cm diameter – 4 different colours (Target Throw)

 Beanbags, 4 different colours (same as hoops), 3 of each (Target Throw)

 Stopwatches     (1 per Group)

 Clipboards     (1 per Group)
 

 
How to buy Badges and Certificates 

 
The full range of supporting resources including Badges, Certificates, Posters, the Sportshall Handbook, 

Score Cards, Spreadsheets and Equipment are available HERE . 

 

 

 

Ensure that the ball is tucked in to the chin 
and that a ‘pushing’ action is used rather 
than a throw, as shown in the pictures left 
and above. 

 

Additional support/bracing 
of the wheelchair may be 

needed to prevent the 
chair from tipping when 

performing the push. 
 

https://www.eveque.co.uk/athletics/awards/sportshall-awards/primary-sportshall-awards
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Result spreadsheet guidance 

 

The results spreadsheet is sensitive to the units inputted for each event. If the units are inputted in 

the wrong format the spreadsheet will not convert the score to points correctly. 

 

Below is a guide to support the correct input of results for each event: 

 

 

Speed Bounce: 1-70 (whole numbers only) 

 

Chest Push: 0.25-14.00m (note, only enter in increments of 0.25m) 

 

Shuttle Run: 24.0 – 90.0 seconds 

 

Distance throw/push: 0.25-15.00m (note, only enter in increments of 0.25m) 

 

Target throw: 0-24 (whole numbers only) 

 

 

 


